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Presentation Notes
Share some of our finding…
What we refer to as the JFS project
But significant support from our home institutions and NFP

http://www.fs.fed.us/rmrs/


http://jfsp.fortlewis.edu/



Community Wildfire Protection Plans:  
Enhancing Collaboration and 
Building Community Capacity

•
 

improve the ability of agencies, 

organizations, communities, and citizens to 

work together collaboratively, and

•
 

enhance the long-term capacity of 

community to address wildfire risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 outcomes in mind when proposed study..
What we’re become interested in are the threads that link conditions that improve collaborative capacity to outcomes related to community capacity and sustainability.
Today we’re going to share one of those threads…



Collaboration

Community capacity

Sustainable 

communities & 

ecosystems
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The thread starts with elements of the CWPP process that facilitate collaboration…
The collaborative processes, relationships, and networks that develop build community capacity…
And this increased community capacity results in more sustainable communities and ecosystems.
Today we’re going to follow this thread—I’ll begin talking about the collaborative processes used to develop CWPPs and collaborative capacity as an outcome of CWPP development and implementation, Vicky will follow with a discussion of how CWPPs build community capacity, and Sam will finish with what this all means for sustainability.



Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs

Collaboration

• Community context

• Scale

• Framing

• Resources
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What I am going to do is focus on 4 elements that influence collaboration:  community context, scale, framing, and resources.



Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs

Collaboration

• Community context

• Scale

• Framing

• Resources
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So, let’s look at some examples of how community context influenced CWPP collaboration, and to do that we’ll visit 2 communities in El Dorado County, California



Grizzly Flats, El Dorado County, 

California

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GS ID by co FSC as at risk
Public agencies characterzed as outlaw community, but out of date
Contractor hired spent a lot of time understanding the community of GF today, not how it was several decades ago
New residents who brought with them expectations for how a community should function.  One hamburger feed… contractor used feeds to begin to educate the community of wildfire risk and fuels mitigation
Community FSC was fairly new, and contractor brought them into the CWPP process in a way that brought focus to their activities
Contractor developed a collaborative process to involve local citizens that resulted in identification of CWPP projects that were of high priority to the community.



Auburn Lake Trails, 

El Dorado County, California

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gated community of professional who are accustomed to hiring work done.
CDF and ALT Board hired a consultant to develop their CWPP.
Kept the board and residents advised of his progress, but briefings not collaborative activity.
When asked residents about questioning “he knows what he’s doing” “Bible”
When it came time to implement, again hired the work done by raising fees.




Community Context-
 

Lessons Learned

There is no one collaborative process or 
approach that is most appropriate for developing 
and implementing a CWPP.

Identify and understand previous collaborative 
initiatives in the community so the CWPP can build on 
earlier successful initiatives and learn from past 
issues. 
Community involvement in the CWPP process is not 
automatic and may require many different 
approaches, but community involvement is necessary 
for buy-in and legitimacy.
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Presentation Notes
2 very different communities and the consultant took into account the community context in which they were working.  In GS resulted in a process that built collaborative capacity and community buy-in to the CWPP.  In ALT resulted in a process that produced a CWPP that was a blueprint for action, and that’s what they wanted—didn’t expect a collaborative process.




Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs

Collaboration

• Community context

• Scale

• Framing

• Resources
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Now, let’s move on look at scale as an element that influences collaboration



Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs—Scale

• Goal = strategic, landscape-level planning

•
 

Broader scale planning (multi-county, 

county, or multi-township)

• Agency involvement critical
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If the goal of the CWPP is to develop a strategic CWPP…



Lake County, Minnesota

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In lake county, the size of the county and need for improved emergency services and stronger relationships among agencies meant that a county-level plan made sense.  The CWPP recognizes the importance of agency jurisdictional boundaries and promotes coordinated fuels reduction across ownership boundaries.  CWPP has resulted in better relationships among the participants—public agencies.  
Homeowners have been mostly left out of the process up to this point, but the CWPP implementation has demonstrated to homeowners what can be accomplished in term of fuels reduction and has illustrated the benefits of collaboration.



Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs—Scale

• Goal = property owner-level planning

•
 

Smaller scale planning (neighborhood, 

homeowners association, community)

• Homeowner involvement critical.
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If the goal of the CWPP is to involve property owners in fuels reduction on private land, then it will be necessary to develop the CWPP at a smaller scale. 
These smaller scale plans will better reflect local values, resulting in wider community support
May produce on-the-ground results more quickly, but
Will most likely cover a limited area and landscape-level planning objectives may be compromised.
For example, in VA, the State Dept of For made a decision to work with HOA to develop CWPPs at the subdivision-level in high risk areas.





High Knob, Virginia
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In High Knob, the HOA was able to bring local landowners together in a collaborative process that resulted in a plan and implementation of high priority projects on pvt and community land in less than one year.
In VA, a state with relatively few cataastrophic wildland fires, it probably would have been difficult to mobilize support for a landscape-level CWPP. 
It was easier to interest homeowners in activities that will directly affect safety on their property or in their neighborhood.
There is no one scale that is best…




Scale –
 

Lessons Learned

Select the scale where you can make something 
happen!

Consider the tension between the need for an integrated, 
landscape-level management versus the necessity for 
local community impact when deciding on scale. 

Community involvement in the CWPP process is not automatic 
and may require many different approaches, but community 
involvement is necessary for buy-in and legitimacy.  

Government agencies bring jurisdictional authority, information 
and resources useful for strategic risk assessment and fuel 
reduction across ownership boundaries.  They are also key to 
sustainability .  
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…rather the appropriate scale is the scale at which something can be accomplished, and 
This scale will help determine who will be involved in the collaborative process and the types of projects that will receive support.



Elements Influencing Collaboration for 
CWPPs—Framing 
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Framing = how people understand the wildland fire problem.
For example, in HFRA, the wildland fire problem was framed primarily as a fuels reduction problem
But communities have taken that frame and further defined the problem, affecting who and how collaboration takes place.



Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs

Collaboration

• Community context

• Scale

• Framing

• Resources
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In fact, the initial framing of the wildland fire problem often determines who is invited to participate, and whose who are at the table will continue to shape the collaborative process and projects that help achieve what are perceived as appropriate solutions. 
This means that early in the CWPP process it is necessary to evaluate the boundaries of issue framing so that potential participants, the CWPP process, and priority projects are not limited by the frame.



Taylor, Florida

Safety
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… Taylor, Florida has a history of using fire to manage tropic vegetation
But a number of fires have escaped, causing damage to the community.
So, for Taylor the wildfire frame is also one of safety, but safety in fire use.  
So, those involved in the collaborative process were primarily agencies and large private landowners who practice prescribed forest burning.
And projects identified in the Taylor CWPP are meant to ensure community safety during prescribed forest burning.



Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs—Framing

Safety

Presenter
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In GF, framing the issue as a threat to public safety drew more private landowners into the collaborative process, as people looked for ways to improve emergency response, develop alternative evacuation routes, and reduce risk in the home ignition zone.
This focus meant that agencies such as the DOT, sherrifs office, and local fire dept were more involved in the CWPP than public land management agencies.  
On the other side of the country…



Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs—Framing

Restoration

Presenter
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A few communities adopted forst ecosystem restoration as the frame for their CWOO.
Restoration can complement the wildland fire risk frame where there is an overlap between fuels mitigation and forest ecosystem restoration.
Forest restoration may be seen as more inclusive frame = more opportunities for collaboration
Or more divisive frame that highlights fractures within the community.



Harris Park & East Portal, Colorado
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I Harris Park and East Portal, cO, CWPP strategies to mitigate wildland fire risk also helped to restore historic forest conditions in Ponderosa pine
Forest restoration became an important community value as residents learned about the overlap between wildfire risk mitigation and forest health restoration.
However, in El Dorado County, fed and State land management agencystaff indicated that they would not choose to link fuels management with forest restoration because forest restoration had been so polarizing in the county and it would undercut any fuels management effort.
The important point about framing is that the frames should be used to draw people into the process rather than excluding people from the process, thereby expanding possible solutions to the wildland fire problem…



Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs—Framing

Growth

Wildlife

Restoration

Safety
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There are often multiple, intertwined, and sometimes competing wildland fire frames, and 
It may be necessary to use a trained facilitator to work you way through these to produce collaborative outcomes.
However, different frames are not necessarily an impediment to CWPP development, and, in the end, can produce multi-pronged projects that address multiple wildland fire concerns.



Framing –
 

Lessons Learned

How the CWPP goals and objectives are framed 
will be a determining factor in who becomes 
and stays involved, the collaborative process 
that is employed, and how success is defined.
A CWPP framed as immediate wildfire risk to lives and 
properties in specific subdivisions is often a good starting 
point for engaging community residents in the CWPP 
process specifically and wildfire mitigation in general.  
A forest ecosystem frame can complement the wildfire 
frame and provide a more inclusive issue frame; however, in 
some communities forest ecosystem restoration may be a 
frame that fragments the community. 



Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs

Collaboration

• Community context

• Scale

• Framing

• Resources
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Finally, let’s talk about how resources influence collaboration.



Elements Influencing Collaboration for 
CWPPs—Resources 

• Community context

• Scale

• Framing

• Resources

• Financial resources
• Human resources
• Technical resources

Presenter
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In the literature they talk about 3 types of resources for collaboration:  financial, technical, and human
When we talk about resources, dollars are usually the first thing that comes to mind, and funding is very important to CWPP planning and implementation.
We saw a number of cases where funding was essential, and where the funding came from influenced the scale of the plan and the projects identified as a high priority. 
Funding resources are often necessary to obtain specialized human resources.  For example…



Josephine County, Oregon

Presenter
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In Jo Co Oregon, the county was able to use Title 3 funding to hire 2 contractors/intermediaries to help them work through the collaborative process.  
The contractors spent a lot of time insuring that the right people were at the table, and worked in subtle ways, coaching the participants through the development of their CWPP.  
They insured that community values were reflected in the plan.



Post Mountain, California

Presenter
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In Post Mountain, CA, 2 members of the community-based watershed center worked as familitators to bring the community together with the FS & representatives of environmental groups to produce a CWPP
That meshed the community’s goals of public safety with the center’s goals of forest restoration.



Technical Resources for Collaboration 
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Our communities shared a range of information in developing their CWPPs.  Here you see…
CWPP participants collaborated in providing the using the necessary information.
For example, in East Portal, CO, the FS provided GIS layer on fuels levels and topography
The CO State FS provided information on fire ecoloby, fire behavior, and forest management…
The county mitigation specialist provided information on fire defense and response…
The fire dept also provided information on fire response
And community members identified and mapped community values.



Barnes & Drummond, Wisconsin  
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At the Wisconsin DNR office in Madison it was decided that NFP funds would be used to hire a facilitator from from the multi-county nw planning commission to facilitate the development of a CWPP for the Barnes & Drummond communities.  The planning commissions had developed a land-use plan for the area, part of the context for developing the CWPP, but this was their first move into wildfire.  The facilitator was a GIS wiz and was able to collect data from the FS and other agencies to create data layers that were used in the creation of the CWPP.



Elements Influencing Collaboration for 
CWPPs—Resources 

• Community context

• Scale

• Framing

• Resources
• Financial resources
• Human resources
• Technical resources
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One CWPP resource that isn’t clearly included in this list are all the other ongoing collaborative activities that can feed the CWPP process.  
You might generally think of these ongoing processes as part of the context in which the CWPP is developed, but I also like to think of them as resources that can be helpful in the development and implementation of CWPPs.
In many ways back in 2003 CWPPs were the new kid on an already crowded block of collaborative wildland fire mitigation efforts.  Existing community- or county-level plans and processes have been adapted to fit CWPP requirements.
Or CWPP efforts and linked to other wildfire planning efforts. 
In El Dorado County, the county CWPP is the strategic plan, with community plans, such as GF’s, focusing on projects that meet local needs while helping to fulfill landscape-level county goals.  So the existing county plan provided a template for the GF community CWPP and identified strategic goals that the community could contribute to.
In Montana, CWPPs are serving as the wildfire chapter of county hazard mitigation plans.



Lincoln County, Montana
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In Em Kayan, just outside of Libby, MT, they have used projects identified in their Firewise Communities Plan to meet some of the objectives in the county CWPP…



State of Montana 
multi-hazard 

mitigation plan
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Any time you can tie the CWPP process to existing planning efforts it will minimize the burden to agency staff and community members.  Linking plans also helps make the plan more sustainable.



Resources –
 

Lessons Learned
Consciously use, strengthen, and build networks during 
the planning process in order to create the capacity for 
planning and implementation.

Intermediaries – local and regional non-governmental or 
intergovernmental organizations -- can be instrumental in 
coordinating and facilitating the CWPP process.

Key participants in the CWPP process can each plan critical 
leadership roles at different stages.  Multiple types of leaders
are useful, depending on the needs and issues at hand. 

Nesting the CWPP in or linking it to other planning documents 
(hazard mitigation plans, forest plans, Firewise plans) can 
make the collaborative process more efficient and the CWPP 
more relevant and sustainable. 



Elements Influencing Collaboration 
for CWPPs

Collaboration

• Community context

• Scale

• Framing

• Resources
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So we’ve seen examples of how…
Impact different aspects of collaboration, including the participants involved, the collaborative process used, and identification and selection of priority projects.
You have many more examples…



Part of this is trying to get the trust back between the 
community and the USFS….  Because I’ve been working 
diligently with the FS, and the fuels reduction program, 
and the Fire Safe Council, and with [Ranger] directly.  
We’ve established that this is a community that wants to 
make this work.  Not to fight against them, but to work 
together.  If we work together, we can do things together 
the right way.  (VFD Chief)

We can’t do new stuff alone, we can’t just do that same 
tired stuff that got us into this predicament. So only by 
working with the community folks that live here, only by 
constantly meeting and talking and hashing it out and 
doing little stuff at a time can that be done. (BLM Fire 
mitigation specialist)
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